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Introduction

NMR chemical shielding anisotropy (CSA) relaxation is an im-
portant tool in the study of dynamical processes in proteins
and nucleic acids in solution.[1–4] The 13C’ CSA relaxation of pro-
teins in particular is increasingly used, in addition to NH dipo-
lar relaxation, to help characterize the dynamical processes of
the protein backbone.[5–11] However, it was realized that the
13C’ CSA is not constant for the different amino acids in a pro-
tein.[5, 9–13] In particular, the central component syy and the
angle of the szz principal axis can vary by 20 ppm and 208, re-
spectively, over the protein sequence.[9,10] This has lead to the
development of 13C’ relaxation fitting programs that take these
variations into account as a fitted parameter.[10,14]

Herein, we investigate the origins of the variation of the 13C’
CSA tensor in depth. By using DFT calculations, we find that
the principal values and orientations of the tensor are very
sensitive to small local changes in structure, such as changes
in bond lengths and bond angles involving the C’ atom. This
observation immediately suggests that the CSA will fluctuate
as a function of time when bond lengths and angles fluctuate,
as is to be expected in peptides and proteins in the aqueous
phase. This effect raises several questions: 1) How large can
the fluctuations of the principal values and orientations of the
CSA be? 2) What is the correlation time of these fluctuations?
3) Are these fluctuations relaxation active, or can one capture
the time variation as a dynamic average, which scales the
CSA? 4) How do these variations affect 13C’ relaxation rate de-
terminations?

Most of the questions raised could be answered if the 13C’
CSA could be accurately computed for snapshots of reliable
molecular dynamics (MD) calculations. However, this approach
is not (yet) feasible. Even for the smallest of molecular frag-
ments representing a protein, for example, the 12-atom mole-
cule N-methylacetamide (NMA), adequate-level DFT calcula-
tions of the CSAs will take about an hour on a modern work-
station. Hence, to characterize CSA fluctuations in an actual
molecular dynamics run of even such a tiny molecule will take
years of computational time. Certainly, dynamical CSA calcula-
tions on full proteins cannot even be contemplated to date.

NMR chemical shielding anisotropy (CSA) relaxation is an impor-
tant tool in the study of dynamical processes in proteins and nu-
cleic acids in solution. Herein, we investigate how dynamical var-
iations in local geometry affect the chemical shielding anisotropy
relaxation of the carbonyl carbon nucleus, using the following
protocol : 1) Using density functional theory, the carbonyl 13C’ CSA
is computed for 103 conformations of the model peptide group
N-methylacetamide (NMA). 2) The variations in computed 13C’
CSA parameters are fitted against quadratic hypersurfaces con-
taining cross terms between the variables. 3) The predictive quali-
ty of the CSA hypersurfaces is validated by comparing the pre-
dicted and de novo calculated 13C’ CSAs for 20 molecular dynam-

ics snapshots. 4) The CSA fluctuations and their autocorrelation
and cross correlation functions due to bond-length and bond-
angle distortions are predicted for a chemistry Harvard molecular
mechanics (CHARMM) molecular dynamics trajectory of Ca2+-sa-
turated calmodulin and GB3 from the hypersurfaces, as well as
for a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of an NMA trimer
using a quantum mechanically correct forcefield. We find that
the fluctuations can be represented by a 0.93 scaling factor of
the CSA tensor for both R1 and R2 relaxations for residues in
helix, coil, and sheet alike. This result is important, as it estab-
lishes that 13C’ relaxation is a valid tool for measurement of inter-
esting dynamical events in proteins.
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Herein, we explore whether it is possible to reliably parame-
terize the 13C’ CSA in NMA as a function of simple molecular
parameters such as bond lengths, bond angles, and hydrogen
bonding. If so, it would provide a way to predict the CSA of
snapshots of a molecular dynamics simulation in a very effi-
cient way.

Results and Discussion

Parameter Fitting

Bond Lengths and Angles

The reference NMA model (Figure 1) was optimized by DFT
computations as afforded by the Gaussian 03 software package
at the B3PW91/6-31G level. Test CSA calculations and geometry

optimizations on the reference were also carried out with the
higher-level 6-31+G** and 6-31++G** basis sets. The differ-
ences between these calculations and those performed with
the 6-31G basis set were in each case less than 5 ppm. Hence,
it was concluded that the 6-31G basis set was sufficient for the
CSA calculations.
The parameterization calculations were done by perturbing

the internal coordinates of the reference model. For each of
the relevant variables, five values were considered, as shown in
Table 1. For bond lengths, these were deq�0.02 E and deq�
0.01 E in addition to the equilibrium distance in the reference
structure (deq). For bond angles, we used feq�108, feq�58 in

addition to the equilibrium angle feq. For dihedrals, we used
weq�30, weq�158 in addition to equilibrium dihedral weq.
Many of the perturbations are coupled group-wise with re-

spect to the CSA computation. Hence, the CSA hypersurfaces
were explored for the NMA model by constructing 65 confor-
mations around the C’ atom (parameters 1–5), 33 conforma-
tions around the N atom (parameters 7–10), and 5 dNH distan-
ces, for a total of 103 independent conformations. Each of the
conformations was minimized while keeping the perturbations
fixed. Second-order effects of this minimization, such as
changes in N parameters caused by minimizing a structure
with fixed but perturbed C parameters did occur, but these
changes had negligible effects on the computed 13C’ CSA
values.
The hypersurfaces for the CSA values were fitted using the

program Mathematica 5.2. It was determined that a fit using a
quadratic approximation for each dimension and each cross
term was sufficiently accurate; using cubic approximations or
including cross terms between more than two of the basis vec-
tors did not improve the fit.
For the CSA orientation hypersurface, several functionalities

were surveyed. The best was to fit cosq, where q is the angle
between the CSA szz axis and the C’�N bond vector, against a
quadratic equation in the parameters. The angle z, which de-
scribes the angle between the normal of the peptide plane
and the CSA sxx axis, was best parameterized as a sine func-
tion.
The resulting parametric equations are listed in Table 2. A

sample two-dimensional cross section through the hypersurfa-
ces is shown in Figure 2.

Hydrogen Bonding

It has been documented that the 13C’ CSA varies as function of
hydrogen bonding of the carbonyl oxygen atom.[15] Following
a similar protocol as for the bond lengths, parameterization
calculations were carried out at the B3PW91/6-31G level while
restraining either the O�N H-bond distance between two adja-
cent NMA molecules or the O�H�N H-bond angle. The param-
eterization is listed in Table 3. A graph showing the data points
and the fitting (Figure 3) indicates that variation in hydrogen
bonding does not affect the 13C’ nearly as much as the varia-
tions in local geometry.

Validation

The parameterization of the 13C’
CSA was validated with 20 arbi-
trarily chosen conformations for
the NMA molecule. The confor-
mations were taken from a
spectroscopically determined
force field (SDFF) molecular dy-
namics trajectory of an NMA
trimer at 40 K (see the Experi-
mental Section). For each of the
20 structures, the 13C’ CSA and

Table 1. Ranges of parameter variation.

Parameter Variable Equilibrium value Range Effect on CSA Covariance

1 dC’O 1.2497 �0.02 E �5.6 ppm 1–5
2 dC’Ca1 1.5121 �0.02 E �2.3 ppm 1–5
3 dC’N 1.3693 �0.02 E �0.9 ppm 1–5
4 fCa1C’N 115.6745 �58 �3 ppm 1–5
5 fCa1C’O 121.7513 �58 �1 ppm 1–5
6 dNH 1.0075 �0.02 E �0.5 ppm 6
7 fC’NH 119.0901 �58 �0.7 ppm 7–10
8 fC’NCa2 122.1158 �58 �1.1 7–10
9 w1 (Ca1C’NH) 0.0846 �108 �0.5 7–10
10 w2 (OC’NCa2) �0.1103 �108 �0.5 7–10

Figure 1. Cartoon of the peptide plane in the NMA molecule, which serves
to define the atomic and molecular parameters used to characterize the 13C’
CSA, as well as the 13C’ CSA components themselves. The atom numbering
is shown.
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CSA direction were predicted from the quadratic equations ob-
tained (listed in Table 2). The corresponding DFT values were
also computed.
Figures 4a–fshow the comparison of the model-predicted

and DFT-computed chemical shielding parameters for the 20
snapshots. Table 4 shows the statistical analysis of the compari-
sons. It is seen that the predicted values are well-correlated
with the DFT values. We also observe that the z variations are
very small in both cases (standard deviation 0.268 around an
average of 0.18). We thus conclude that the CSA tensor axes
szz and syy, to a very good approximation, stay in the peptide
plane for all conformations considered.
The correlations between computed and predicted values

for the 13C’ CSA principal values indicate that the level of
theory used is reasonable. We have also investigated whether

the space of ten partially cou-
pled parameters is sufficient for
the description of the 13C’ CSA in
this particular molecule.
As shown in Table 1 and in

the empirical equations in
Table 2, the CSA variations are
dominated by variations in bond
lengths and angles involving the
C’ atom itself. Nevertheless, we
feel that it is important to also
consider the effects of the bond
lengths, bond angles, and dihe-
dral angles involving the
N atom. Recent DFT and NMR
studies show that the N atom
can pyramidalize.[16,17] Most
common is symmetric pyramid-
alization, in which the dihedral
angles w1 and w2 (see definition
in Figure 1) vary in opposite di-
rections. These “butterfly mo-
tions” are predicted to amount
to 308 at room temperature; at
the same time, the Bell peptide
plane dihedral w, defined as
(w1+w2)/2 stays at 1808.[18]

Under these motions, the atoms
Ca, C’, O and N stay in a single
plane to very good approxima-
tion. The influence of the geom-
etry around the N atom on the
C’ CSA is, as indicted in Tables 1
and 2, of second order. These
are the deviations in szz ; the de-
viations in other quantities are
even smaller. Consequently, we
suggest that our parameteriza-
tion of the 13C’ CSA is also valid
for MD snapshots generated
with forcefields that keep the
NH bond vector artificially in the

peptide plane [such as chemistry Harvard molecular mechanics
(CHARMM)[19] and Amber[20]] .
Since the effects of H-bond variations on the 13C’ CSA are

small (see Figure 3), we have not carried out any independent
validation for this parameter.

Comparison with Experimental Values

NMR carbonyl CSA tensors have traditionally been determined
from single-crystal peptide solid-state NMR spectra. More re-
cently, several groups have calculated the CSA tensor using
DFT methods.[9,15] Currently, workers are trying to determine
experimental CSA tensors from cross-correlated NMR relaxation
data.[5,10]

Table 2. Empirical parametric equations describing the 13C’ CSA dependence on local geometry parameters in
NMA.[a]

szz=�52.73+0.089fCa�C’�O�0.005242f2
Ca�C’�O�0.4789fCa�C’�N�0.02368fCa�C’�OfCa�C’�N

�0.005242f2
Ca�C’�N�7.999dCa�C’�0.5800fCa�C’�OdCa�C’+0.2172fCa�C’�NdCa�C’�327.6d2

Ca�C’
�384.0dC’�O+0.5073fCa�C’�OdC’�O�1.819fCa�C’�NdC’�O�7.636dCa�C’dC’�O�327.7d2

C’�O
�28.91dC’�N�0.1631fCa�C’�OdC’�N+22.54fCa�C’�NdC’�N+2.048dCa�C’dC’�N�19.77dC’�OdC’�N
�327.6d2

C’�N+0.7418fC’�N�H+0.001702f2
C’�N�H�0.2911fC’�N��0.004877fC’�N�HfC’�N�Ca

+0.001700f2
C’�N�Ca+0.001400w1+0.00002690fC’�N�Hw1�0.00002336fC’�N�Caw1

�0.009691w2
1�0.001331w2�0.00001943fC’�N�Hw2+0.00002123fC’�N�Caw2

+0.01459w1w2�0.009691w2
2+5.931dH�N�381.8d2 H�N

syy=45.92+0.1215fCa�C’�O�0.006612f2
Ca�C’�O�0.09402fCa�C’�N�0.01278fCa�C’�OfCa�C’�N

�0.006612f2
Ca�C’�N+48.50dCa�C’�0.6417fCa�C’�OdCa�C’� 0.3423fCa�C’�NdCa�C’�413.3d2

Ca�C’
�223.4dC’�O+1.048fCa�C’�OdC’�O+0.872fCa�C’�NdC’�O�116.8dCa�C’dC’�O413.3d

2
C’�O

�14.18dC’�N�0.2070fCa�C’�OdC’�N+11.85fCa�C’�NdC’�N�17.87dCa�C’dC’�N+5.29dC’�OdC’�N
�413.3d2

C’�N+0.2876fC’�N�H+0.06843f2
C’�N�H+1.743fC’�N�Ca�0.03273fC’�N�HfC’�N�Ca

+0.06843f2
C’�N�Ca+0.001650w1�0.00002733fC’�N�Caw1�0.008761w2

1�0.001682w2

+0.00003240fC’�N�Caw2+0.01290w1w2�0.008760w2
2+3.585dH�N+3679.6d2 H�N

sxx=114.9+0.002260fCa�C’�O+0.008908f2
Ca�C’�O�0.1384fCa�C’�N+0.0231fCa�C’�OfCa�C’�N

+0.008900f2
Ca�C’�N�86.01dCa�C’+0.3202fCa�C’�OdCa�C’+0.3865fCa�C’�NdCa�C’+556.8d2

Ca�C’
�57.29dC’�O+0.4563fCa�C’�OdC’�O+0.4272fCa�C’�NdC’�O�22.11dCa�C’dC’�O+556.7d2C’�O
�24.31dC’�N�0.07056fCa�C’�OdC’�N+23.15fCa�C’�NdC’�N+20.46dCa�C’dC’�N�18.43dC’�OdC’�N
+556.7d2

C’�N+0.4289fC’�N�H+0.01129f2
C’�N�H�0.2086fC’�N�Ca+0.01119fC’�N�HfC’�N�Ca

+0.01129f2
C’�N�Ca+0.0002201w1�0.00001916fC’�N�Hw1�0.0003624w2

1

�0.00006991w2+0.00001043fC’�N�Hw2�0.00001030fC’�N�Caw2

�0.0007965w1w2�0.0003624w2
2�18.17dH�N�1863d2

H�N

cosq=0.8275+0.004759fCa�C’�O�0.00005065f2
Ca�C’�O+0.007082fCa�C’�N

�0.0001589fCa�C’�OfCa�C’�N�0.00005064f2
Ca�C’�N�0.1624dCa�C’+0.004840fCa�C’�OdCa�C’

+0.005183fCa�C’�NdCa�C’�3.166d2
Ca�C’+0.08732dC’�O�0.008226f156dC’�O

�0.004423fCa�C’�NdC’�O+0.4764dCa�C’dC’�O�3.165d2
C’�O+0.01361dC’�N+0.002078fCa�C’�OdC’�N

�0.02512fCa�C’�NdC’�N�0.3057dCa�C’dC’�N+0.6169dCa�C’dC’�N�3.166d2
C’�N+0.005044fC’�N�H

�0.0002574f2
C’�N�H�0.0004384fC’�N�Ca�0.0001424fC’�N�HfC’�N�Ca�0.0002574f2

C’�N�Ca+0.00001174w1w2

+0.04544dH�N+1.2443d2
H�N

sinz=�0.002726+0.000272fCa�C’�O+0.0001164fCa�C’�N�0.00002117fCa�C’�OfCa�C’�N
+0.008035dCa�C’�0.00001797fCa�C’�OdCa�C’+0.0001132fCa�C’�NdCa�C’�0.3834d2

Ca�C’
+0.008639dC’�O�0.0002885fCa�C’�OdC’�O+0.00008632fCa�C’�NdC’�O�0.03176dCa�C’dC’�O
�0.3834d2

C’�O+0.003239dC’�N�0.0004268fCa�C’�OdC’�N�0.0003629fCa�C’�NdC’�N
�0.02459dCa�C’dC’�N�0.0009177dC’�OdC’�N�0.3835d2

C’�N�0.00003414fC’�N�H
�0.00001785f2

C’�N�H+0.00003211fC’�N�Ca�0.00001785f2
C’�N�Ca+0.0008063w1

�0.00003418fC’�N�Hw1+0.00001094fC’�N�Caw1�0.0006962w2+0.00002932fC’�N�Hw2

+0.001821dH�N+0.004610d2
H�N

[a] The values at the beginning of each line correspond to the computed CSA variables of the reference confor-
mation of DFT minimized NMA. The distances d [E], angles f [8] and dihedrals w [8] are the deviations of the
atomic parameters from their equilibrium positions as defined in Figure 1 and listed in Table 1.
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Herein, we use the parameterization to compute dynamic
values of the CSA parameters szz, syy, sxx and P2ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(cosqzz). From
the 1 ns CHARMM trajectory on calmodulin in explicit solvent,
we obtain a dynamic average for szz�sxx of 165.6 ppm with a
dynamic root mean square deviation (RMSD) of 8 ppm

(Table 5). This result should be compared with an average of
153.3 ppm from solid-state NMR experiments.[4, 21] Bodenhau-
sen and co-workers find 152.8–178 ppm in solution, depending
on the motional model used, where the smallest number rep-
resents the value for the most dynamical model.[10]

We obtain for qzz an average value of 358, with a dynamic
RMSD of 38, which compares well to the experimental values
of Bodenhausen and co-workers, who obtained a spread of
values between 35–378.[10] Because of the excellent corre-
spondence between our simulation data and the experimental-
ly determined values, we conclude that our 13C’ CSA parame-

Figure 2. Illustration of a two-dimensional cross section through the hyper-
dimensional parameter surface given in Table 2. Shown is the dependence
of the 13C’ szz CSA component on joint FCa�C’�N and dC’�N variations.

Table 3. Empirical parametric equations describing the 13C’ CSA depend-
ence on H-bond parameters in NMA2.

[a]

szz=szz0+93.3132exp(�1.2596dO�N)
syy=syy0�92.2386exp(�0.9751dO�N)
sxx=sxx0+4.2368exp(�1.0968dO�N)

[a] szz0, syy0, and sxx0 correspond to the values of the szz, syy, and sxx com-
ponents in the absence of any hydrogen bond, as shown in Table 2. The
distance dO�N is the O�N hydrogen-bond distance [E].

Figure 3. Parameterization of the effect of hydrogen-bond length on the 13C’
CSA principal values. Symbols are points obtained from the DFT calculations;
the drawn lines are the parameterizations according to Table 3 (szz0=113.45,
syy0=42, and sxx0=�56.4 ppm).

Figure 4. Correlation diagrams of the 13C’ CSA tensor variables for 20 molec-
ular dynamics snapshots of NMA as predicted from the parameterization
equations in Table 2 (abscissa) and as obtained from full DFT computations
(ordinate) on the same molecules. a) szz ; b) syy ; c) sxx ; d) siso ; e) q ; f) P2cosq.
The lines are least-squares regressions; the statistics of these fits is listed in
Table 4.

Table 4. Comparison of predicted and calculated C’ CSA parameters for
20 models of NMA taken from a MD run.[a]

Parameter Range RMSD[b] of fit Regression (R2)

szz 14.5 ppm 1.72 ppm 0.61
syy 17.0 ppm 1.50 ppm 0.71
sxx 6.8 ppm 1.19 ppm 0.41
siso 9.8 ppm 1.19 ppm 0.54
CSA=szz� ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(syy+sxx)/2 9.9 ppm 1.13 ppm 0.68
szz�sxx 13.8 ppm 1.40 ppm 0.65
syy�sxx 9.5 ppm 1.91 ppm 0.70
q 6.18 0.678 0.51
P2cosq 0.08 0.016 0.51

[a] Also shown in Figure 4; all calculations were performed at the
B3PW91/6-31G level; [b] RMSD= root mean square deviation.
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terizations, calibrated for NMA, are also valid for the 13C’ nu-
cleus in proteins and peptides in solution.

Intermezzo: Fundamental Considerations on
CSA Relaxation

Herein, we want to assess the effect of the computed shielding
fluctuations on the T1 and T2 relaxation of the 13C’ nucleus. In
proteins, the 13C’ relaxation is dominated by the CSA relaxa-
tion, which originates from time fluctuations of the local mag-
netic field at the nucleus, which are caused by molecular tum-
bling. We want to outline the framework in which we can com-
pare the relaxation caused by the global process with the re-
laxation induced by the local fluctuations as calculated from
the MD runs.
The relaxation of the density matrix ~s tð Þ of spin I (the densi-

ty matrix describes the state of the system) caused by a fluctu-
ating interaction H(t) between spin I and magnetic field B
[Eq. (1)]:

H tð Þ ¼
Xþ1

m¼�1
Fm tð ÞTm I; Bð Þ ð1Þ

is given by Equation (2):[22]

d~sðtÞ
dt

¼ � 1
2

Xm¼þ1

m¼�1
TmðI; BÞ; TymðI; BÞ; ð~sð0Þ � ~seqÞ

h in o

�
Z

t¼t

t¼0

Z 1

�1
F*

mðtÞFmðt þ tÞeiwmtdtdt

ð2Þ

where the terms TmACHTUNGTRENNUNG(I,B) are time-independent spin operators
describing the interaction of the spin I with the magnetic field
B, where the terms Fm describe the time dependence of the in-
teraction, and where time t is a time increment much smaller
than the overall time dependence t.
We recognize the integral as the autocorrelation function,

Equation (3):

ACðtÞ 
 F*
mðtÞFmðt þ tÞ

� �
t , ð3Þ

written as the spectral density J(wm) [Eq. (4)]

JðwmÞ 
 2

Z
t¼1

t¼2
ACðtÞe�iwmtdt ffi 2

Z
t¼1

t¼0
F2

m

� �
e�t=tce�iwmtdt

¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

r
F2

m

� � tc
1þ ðwmtcÞ2

ð4Þ

where we used the common approximation that the autocor-
relation function decays exponentially with correlation time
tc.

[1]

The 13C’ relaxation rates are proportional to F2
m

� �
and to the

spectral density at the transition frequency wc for T1 relaxation
and at frequencies wc and 0 for T2 relaxation [Eqs. (5) and
(6)]:[22]

1
TCSA
1

¼ Constant� 6JðwcÞ ð5Þ

1
TCSA
1

¼ Constant� 4Jð0Þ þ 3JðwcÞf g ð6Þ

For tumbling-induced CSA relaxation, the functions Fmare
given by time fluctuations of the shielding d :[23]

d tð Þ ¼ A
2
3 cos2 q tð Þ � 1� R sin2 q tð Þ cos 2� tð Þð Þ½ � ð7Þ

where q tð Þ and � tð Þ are the polar angles describing the direc-
tion of the external magnetic field, as seen from the CSA prin-
ciple axis frame with principal values sPAS

zz , sPAS
yy , and sPAS

xx .
A is the axial term [Eq. (8)]:

A ¼ 2
3

sPAS
zz �

sPAS
xx þ sPAS

yy

2

 !" #
ð8Þ

and R is the rhombic term [Eq. (9)]:

R ¼
sPAS

yy � sPAS
xx

sPAS
zz � siso

ð9Þ

and where [Eq. (10)]:

siso ¼ ðsPAS
zz þ sPAS

yy þ sPAS
xx Þ=3 ð10Þ

For an axially symmetric CSA, Equation (7) simplifies to Equa-
tion (11):

Table 5. Statistics of dynamical CSA fluctuations of 50 residues of calmodulin computed from a CHARMM–MD run using Table 2

szz

ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[ppm]
syy

ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[ppm]
sxx

ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[ppm]
siso

ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[ppm]
CSA[a]

ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[ppm]
szz�sxx

ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[ppm]
q

[8]

Residue average �48.8 +54 116.9 40.95 134 165.6 35.06
Residue RMSD[b] 0.79 1.9 0.82 0.62 1.19 0.45 0.57
Residue range �1.75 �5.18 �2.0 �1.05 �2.9 �1.0 �1.44
Dynamical RMSD 10.0 8.7 4.66 6.15 7.45 7.8 3.0
Dynamical range �42 �33.3 �18.5 �22.4 �26.5 �27.8 �10.7

[a] Computed as szz� ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(syy+sxx)/2; [b] RMSD= root mean square deviation.
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dðtÞ ¼ A
2
3 cos2 qðtÞ � 1½ �, ð11Þ

which is proportional to the spherical harmonic Y2
0 qð Þ.

The averages of the spherical harmonics are known; averag-
ing Equation (11) over isotropic space (q tð Þ,� tð Þ) yields Equa-
tion (12):

d tð Þd* tð Þh i ¼ A2

5
ð12Þ

For example, for an axially symmetric CSA with szz=

100 ppm and syy=sxx=�50 ppm, a power term of 2000 ppm2

is obtained.
The situation is more complicated for a rhombic CSA such

as is the case for the 13C’ nucleus. Numerical integration of
Equation (7) over isotropic space (q tð Þ,� tð Þ) for szz=�89, syy=

10, and sxx=79 ppm (see leading terms in Table 2, with the
isotropic value of 36 ppm subtracted) yields a power term of
1940 ppm2.
Adopting the common assumption that the overall motions

and the peptide-plane distortions are statistically uncorrelated,
their joint correlation function can be written as the product
of the individual correlation functions.[2,3] This procedure leads
to an expression analogous to the model-free approximation
[Eq. (13)]:[2,3]

ACðtÞ ¼
�

Fglobal
m F*globalm

� �
Fglobal

m F*globalm

� �
þ Flocal

m F*localm

� �
þ

Flocal
m F*localm

� �
Fglobal

m F*globalm

� �
þ F local

m F*localm

� � expð�tlocal=tÞ
�
expð�tR=tÞ

ð13Þ

with the spectral density

JmðwÞ ¼ 2

Z 1

t¼0
cosðwtÞACðtÞdt ¼

2

�
Fglobal

m F*globalm

� �
Fglobal

m F*globalm

� �
þ Flocal

m F*localm

� � tR
1þ w2t2R

þ
Flocal

m F*localm

� �
Fglobal

m F*globalm

� �
þ F local

m F*localm

� � t

1þ w2t2

�
ð14Þ

where

t ¼ tlocaltR
tlocal þ tR

ð15Þ

with the correlation times tR and tlocal referring to global and
local motion, respectively.

The terms
Fglobal

m F*globalm

� �
Fglobal

m F*globalm

� �
þ F local

m F*localm

� � and

Flocal
m F*localm

� �
Fglobal

m F*globalm

� �
þ F local

m F*localm

� � can be associated with order pa-

rameters S2 and (1�S2), respectively.

Finally, the CSA relaxation due to the combined presence of
local distortions and global tumbling is obtained by substitut-
ing Equation (14) into Equations (5) and (6).

The Effects of Dynamical CSA Variation on 13C’
NMR Relaxation

We use the parameterization in Table 2 to compute dynamic
values of the CSA parameters szz, syy, sxx and P2cosqzz. Tables 6
and 7 list the results for a 1 ns CHARMM trajectory of Ca2+-sa-
turated calmodulin (a 140-residue protein) in an explicit sol-
vent of 10000 water molecules. Large variations are found for
the individual principal axis values of the 13C’ tensor, with the
largest variations found for szz. The angle qzz, defined as the
angle of the CSA principal axis szz with the C’�N bond, also
varies substantially. The angle z fluctuates little, showing that
the 13C’ CSA tensor axes szz and syy remain in the peptide
plane during the simulation. Little difference is obtained for a
residue in an a-helix (plane 10–11; Table 6) or a residue in dy-
namic random coil (plane 79–80; Table 7).
Table 8 lists corresponding results from a 10 ns CHARMM tra-

jectory of Ca2+-saturated calmodulin in implicit solvent. This
calculation was carried out to investigate if long-term fluctua-
tions, which are not captured on the 1 ns timescale, are pres-
ent at the 10 ns timescale. This latter time scale represents a
lower limit on local fluctuations that may affect NMR relaxa-
tion. The close correspondence of Tables 6 and 8 shows that
long-term fluctuations are not present in this simulation;
hence, the MD simulations in explicit water at 1 ns are suffi-
cient for the current analysis.
Figures 5a and b show the autocorrelation functions of CSA

parameters szz, syy, sxx, and P2cosqzz in the 1 ns simulation of
calmodulin. We estimate 3 ps for tlocal from these plots, and
obtain, for the largest fluctuations, <dszz

2>=100 ppm2 and
<P2cosqzz

2>=0.006 units.

Table 6. CHARMM–MD for calmodulin plane 10–11 with 10000 water 303 K.[a]

szz [ppm] dszz
2 [ppm2] syy [ppm] sxx [ppm] q [8] P2cosq d ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(P2cosq)

2 z [8]

Average �49.76 86.71 54.93 114.96 35.49 0.49 0.0054 �0.27
Standard deviation 9.34 127.04 7.89 4.02 3.00 0.07 0.0072 0.45
Maximum 22.57 929.23 28.45 12.47 7.46 0.17 0.0304 1.47
Minimum �31.87 �86.71 �16.72 �9.85 �7.25 �0.19 �0.0054 �1.63
tlocal [ps] 3 3 3 3 3 3

Calculated values of the 13C’ CSA components of peptide, plane 10–11 (helix) over a 1 ns MD calculation, of Ca2+-saturated calmodulin with 10000 solvent
molecules, evaluating every 5 ps using the empirical CSA parameterizations listed in Table 2
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The effect of the fluctuation of the tensor principal axis
<P2cosqzz

2> on 13C’ NMR relaxation as compared to the over-
all tumbling is readily computed. As shown in Equation (12), a
complete spherical averaging of P2cosqzz

2 yields 0.2 units.
Hence, we find a value of 0.006/0.2=0.03 for the ratio of the

effect of the local variations and the global tumbling. Inserting
these values in Equation (14), we find Equation (16):

JmðwÞ ¼ 0:97
tR

1þ w2t2R
þ 0:03

t

1þ w2t2
ð16Þ

With the value for tlocal of 3 ps, Equation (16) can be truncat-
ed to Equation (17):

JmðwÞ ¼ 0:97
tR

1þ w2
mt

2
R

ð17Þ

for all relevant values of tR (>5 ns) and of wm (0 or
>125N2p MHz). Hence, the local angle fluctuations reduce
both 1/T1 and 1/T2 by just 3%.

For the calmodulin simulation,<dszz
2>= F2

m

� �
A2ffi100 ppm2.

Comparing this with the value of F2
m

� �
A2=1940 ppm2 for iso-

tropic fluctuations of the rhombic CSA tensor (see above), we
obtain S2=1940/2040=0.95, and we may write Equation (18)
for Equation (14):

JmðwÞ ¼ 0:95
tR

1þ w2t2R
, ð18Þ

which represents a 5% decrease in both 1/T1 and 1/T2.
Significant fluctuations occur in hydrogen-bonding lengths

in the first helix of calmodulin. Using the parameterization in
Table 3, we compute the fluctuations in 13C’ CSA caused by
these effects. These fluctuations have very long correlation
times (about 300 ps, Figure 6). However, since the fluctuations
themselves are very small (Table 9), there is no noticeable
effect on the 13C’ relaxation.

Table 8. CHARMM–MD for Calmodulin plane 10–11 with implicit water at 303 K.[a]

szz [ppm] dszz
2 [ppm2] syy [ppm] sxx [ppm] q [8] P2cosq d ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(P2cosq)

2 z [8]

Average �48.91 99.69 52.75 116.63 34.67 0.51 0.0054 �0.38
Standard deviation 9.99 144.66 8.48 4.58 3.01 0.07 0.0081 0.45
Maximum 34.11 1063.69 39.83 22.89 10.66 0.22 0.0685 1.64
Minimum �32.84 �99.69 �27.91 �19.22 �9.76 �0.27 �0.0054 �1.97
tlocal [ps] <5 <5 <5 <5 <5 <5

[a] Calculated values of the 13C’ CSA components of peptide plane 10–11 over a 10 ns molecular dynamics calculation of Ca2+-saturated calmodulin, using
implicit solvent, evaluating every 5 ps using the empirical CSA parameterizations listed in Table 2.

Figure 5. Autocorrelation functions for the NMR shielding parameters of the
13C’ nucleus of residue 10 in the 1 ns CHARMM–MD simulation of calmodulin
in explicit solvent. a) < (szz)tACHTUNGTRENNUNG(szz)t+t> , < (syy)tACHTUNGTRENNUNG(sxx)t+t> , and < (syy)tACHTUNGTRENNUNG(syy)t+t> ;
b) <P2cos(qzzt�qzzt+t)> .

Table 7. CHARMM–MD for calmodulin plane 79–80 with 10000 water molecules.[a]

szz [ppm] dszz
2 [ppm2] syy [ppm] sxx [ppm] q [8] P2cosq d ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(P2cosq)

2 z [8]

Average �48.21 89.41 55.23 117.45 34.23 0.52 0.0049 �0.31
Standard deviation 9.48 115.51 8.82 4.99 2.88 0.07 0.0077 0.46
Maximum 23.01 440.04 26.68 14.14 9.55 0.13 0.0536 1.45
Minimum �22.81 �89.39 �18.01 -14.90 �5.51 �0.24 �0.0049 �1.70
tlocal [ps] 3 3 3 3 3 3

[a] Calculated values of the 13C’ CSA components of peptide, plane 79–80 (coil) over a 1 ns molecular dynamics calculation, of Ca2+-saturated calmodulin
with 10000 solvent molecules, evaluating every 5 ps using the empirical CSA parameterizations listed in Table 2
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In order to investigate whether the fluctuations are similar in
a b-sheet protein, we carried out CHARMM–MD simulations of
the small protein GB3. The results are very similar to those ob-
tained for calmodulin (shown in summary in Table 12).
In order to investigate in more detail the small but signifi-

cant 5% loss of correlation in the first few picoseconds of the
CHARMM dynamics, we carried out extensive MD calculations
using an quantum mechanically correct spectroscopically de-
termined force field (SDFF) at 40 and 220 K.[16,17,24] This force
field accurately computes, amongst other parameters, the fre-
quencies and intensities of peptide vibrational IR spectra.
Hence, this force field is a force field of choice to best charac-
terize the early events in the correlation functions of proteins.
Regretfully, this force field is not yet fully parameterized for
amino acids. Therefore, we computed an MD trajectory for a

planar NMA trimer in vacuo, in which the central NMA is hy-
drogen bonded to both of its neighbors.
Table 10 shows the relevant data, which are found to be re-

markably similar to the results obtained for the CHARMM–MD
runs for complete proteins. However, Figure 7 shows that the
correlation functions are highly oscillatory. Nevertheless, we
may still extract<dszz

2>=100 ppm2 with a tlocal of 1 ps and
<P2cosqzz

2> of 0.006 units with a tlocal of 100 ns. For the an-
gular perturbation, we compute a scaling factor of 0.97 for the
bond-length variations.
Figure 7 shows damped periodic oscillations in the autocor-

relation functions. Can these fluctuations cause NMR relaxa-
tion? Fourier transformation of the CSA fluctuations discloses
five major frequency components, which are listed in Table 11.
The frequencies correspond closely to the amide bands that
are detected in IR spectra of peptides. In addition, the assign-
ments of the different IR bands also correspond to the fluctu-
ating parameters. These results are not surprising, since the
SDFF was designed to reproduce IR data.
We thus find that the frequencies of these oscillations are

much too high to drive NMR transitions; it would require mag-
nets that allow 13C frequencies in the hundreds of GHz.

Correlations Between the Scaling Factors

Above, we computed the relaxation scaling factors caused by
fluctuations in szz and P2cosqzz only; syy and sxx fluctuate as
well and will also cause a scaling, albeit a less effective one
(see Table 12, which summarizes all scaling factors). The scaling
factors of szz, syy, and sxx must not be multiplied together, be-
cause szz, syy, and sxx fluctuations occur by definition only
when the PAS zz, yy, or xx axes coincide with the external field.
In other words, when the PAS zz coincides with the external

Table 9. CHARMM–MD for calmodulin residue 8 H-bonded to residue 12.[a]

dO�N [E] d dO�N [E] szz [ppm] dszz
2 [ppm2] syy [ppm] sxx [ppm]

Average 3.23 0.43 �53.98 3.03 37.28 113.60
Standard deviation 0.75 0.75 1.74 3.49 3.12 0.12
Maximum 2.08 2.08 4.72 19.24 4.96 0.31
Minimum �1.50 �1.50 �2.60 �3.03 �8.28 �0.17
tlocal [ps] 350 350 350

[a] Calculated fluctuations of the 13C’ CSA components for calmodulin residue 8 H-bonded to residue 12 as a result of hydrogen bond length
(dO�N)variations over 10 ns in a CHARMM MD run, evaluating every 5 ps (303 K). We use the parameterization in Table 3.

Table 10. SDFF MD for NMA3 central molecule in vacuo at 224 K.[a]

szz [ppm] dszz
2 [ppm2] syy [ppm] sxx [ppm] q [8] P2cosq d ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(P2cosq)

2 z [8]

Average �45.67 110.45 53.33 118.04 37.68 0.44 0.00673 �0.32
Standard deviation 10.51 176.98 9.01 4.40 3.24 0.08 0.01062 1.32
Maximum 35.29 3138.61 58.29 60.22 16.16 0.27 0.16656 4.39
Minimum �57.00 �110.45 �46.77 �23.49 �11.32 �0.42 �0.00673 �5.82
tlocal [ps] 20 20 20 20 3

[a] Calculated values of the 13C’ CSA components of the central molecule of a tri-NMA b-sheet model over a 1 ns portion of a 10 ns molecular dynamics cal-
culation with the SDFF force field, evaluating every 50 fs using the empirical CSA parameterizations listed in Table 2.

Figure 6. Autocorrelation functions for the NMR shielding parameters of the
13C’ nucleus of residues 8 and 9 in the 10 ns CHARMM–MD simulation of
calmodulin due to variations in the H-bonding length with residues 11 and
12, respectively.
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field, szz fluctuates but syy and sxx do not. Intermediate angles
will reduce the contributions of the individual scaling factors.
We conclude that the effects of the szz fluctuations, which are
the largest fluctuations in all simulations, represent an upper
limit to the CSA value scaling factors.
Oscillations of the in-plane angle of the szz principal axis ori-

entation (more accurately, P2cosqzz) do occur simultaneously

with fluctuations in szz and syy (not sxx, which is per-
pendicular to the peptide plane). Figure 7 shows
that the szz and P2cosqzz fluctuations occur at differ-
ent time scales. This is underscored by the value of
their cross correlation function, which has an ampli-
tude of only 0.3, as compared to the normalized au-
tocorrelation functions, which both have amplitude
1. We conclude that the angular and bond fluctua-
tions are approximately statistically independent, so
that their scaling factors must be multiplied.

Conclusions

We have demonstrated that the 13C’ CSA tensor prin-
cipal values and orientation can be systematically
parameterized with ten variables using hypersurfaces
with up to five dimensions. The parameterized CSA
values correlate with DFT-calculated CSA values for a
test set of 20 molecular-dynamics snapshots of an
NMA trimer. When applied to MD simulations of the
proteins calmodulin and GB3 using the CHARMM
forcefield, relatively large variations of �26, �22,

and �10 ppm in 13C’ szz, syy, and sxx, respectively, are predict-
ed, while the orientation of the 13C’ CSA szz axis varies by �78.
Correlation function analysis indicates that these fluctuations
occur at a sub-10 ps timescale, giving rise to a factor of 0.93
scaling of both the 1/T2 and 1/T1 relaxation rates.
Analysis of an MD computation on a b-sheet motif, using a

quantum-mechanically correct SDFF, shows remarkably similar

Table 12. Summary of protein 13C’ relaxation scaling factors.

CHARMM calmodulin[a] CHARMM GB3[b] SDFF NMA3
[c]

dszz
2 dsyy

2 dsxx
2 d(P2)

2 x1000 dszz
2 dsyy

2 dsxx
2 d(P2)

2 x1000 dszz
2 dsyy

2 dsxx
2 d(P2)

2 x1000

Average 87 62 16 5.4 106 75 25 5.2 110 81 19 6.7
tlocal [ps] 3 3 3 3 <50 <50 <50 <50 20 20 20 3
Scaling factor 0.96 0.97 0.99 0.97 0.95 0.96 0.99 0.97 0.95 0.96 0.99 0.97
Combined scaling factors[d] 0.93 0.94 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.93
Maximum scaling factor 0.93 0.92 0.92

[a] Peptide plane 10–11 at 303 K; [b] peptide plane 54–55 at 303 K; [c] central NMA at 224 K. [d] The combined scaling is the product with the P2cos scaling
factor, for szz and syy only (see text).

Figure 7. Normalized autocorrelation functions for the NMR shielding parameters
< (szz)tACHTUNGTRENNUNG(szz)t+t> and <P2cos(qzzt�qzzt+t)> of 13C’ of the central NMA in the 1 ns SPEARS-
MD simulation of NMA3 in vacuo. The cross correlation function between these quantities
is also shown.

Table 11. Discrete frequencies in the CSA modulation in the SPEARS MD for NMA3.
[a]

Period [s] Frequency [Hz] CSA terms Geometrical terms Frequency[b] [cm�1] IR band[b]

1.67E�12 6.00E+11 all fC’NH, w1, w2 20 –
1.15E�13 8.72E+12 syy, P2 fCa1C’N, fC’NCa2, fC’NH, dC’N 291 (�200) amide VII skeletal torsion
7.30E�14 1.37E+13 sxx fCaC’N, fCaC’O, dC’N 457 –
5.10E�14 1.96E+13 sxx fCaC’O, fC’NCa2, dCaC’O, dC’N 653 (625–767) amide IV

OC’N bend
2.59E�14 3.86E+13 P2 fCaC’O, fC’NCa2, fC’NH, dCa1C’, dC’N 1287 (1229–1301) amide III

C’N stretch
1.95E�14 5.14E+13 szz, syy, sxx fC’NCa2, fC’NH, dCa1C’, dC’N, dC’O 1713 (1600-1690) amide I C’O stretch
1.07E�14 9.35E+13 syy, sxx dNH 3117 (�3100) NH stretch

[a] Central NMA molecule at 224 K. b) Frequencies in parentheses and assignments were taken from ref. [29].
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CSA fluctuations, leading to an overall 0.92 scaling factor for 1/
T2 and 1/T1

13C relaxation.
Parameterization of the effect of hydrogen-bond length var-

iations on the 13C’ CSA indicates that these effects can be com-
pletely neglected for 13C’ relaxation.
In total, our work demonstrates that 13C’ CSA relaxation is

relatively little affected by large local distortions in bond
lengths and angles (scaling factors 0.93). Importantly, the ef-
fects are the same whether the residues are in helices, in
sheets, or in dynamic coils. Hence, variations in 13C’ CSA relaxa-
tion autocorrelation or cross correlation rates over a protein se-
quence are indicative of local motions of the entire peptide
plane rather than variations in bond lengths and angles. This
result is important, because it establishes that 13C’ relaxation is
a valid tool for measurement of interesting dynamical events
in proteins and can be used in conjunction with other relaxa-
tion vectors (such as NH) to derive models of anisotropic pro-
tein backbone plane dynamics. While this has been implicitly
assumed by quite a few authors,[5–13] including ourselves, it is
only in this study that it has been rigorously established.

Experimental Section

DFT Calculations and Parameterizations: The program Gaussian 03
(Gaussian, Inc. , Carnegie, USA) was used with the B3PW91 func-
tional and the 6–31G basis set, which is accurate enough for such
a system.[25] The energy of the NMA molecule (Figure 1) was first
minimized through geometry optimization. To accelerate conver-
gence, the methyl groups were restrained from rotation.

The influence of changes in the bond lengths, bond angles, and di-
hedrals on the 13C’ CSA was then investigated by additional DFT
calculations in which one geometry parameter at a time was
varied (frozen) while relaxing the molecule with respect to all
other coordinates (except methyl rotation). The gauge including
atomic orbitals (GIAO) method was used in all CSA calculations.[26]

Initially, it was determined which molecular parameters affect the
CSA [defined as szz� ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(syy+sxx)/2] by more than 0.5 ppm. Subse-
quently, molecular parameters were varied pairwise to determine
the presence of covariance. Table 1 shows the results of these
training calculations.

Parameters 9 and 10 are the dihedral angles describing the planari-
ty of the peptide plane. The angle variations were constructed
such that the atoms O, C’, Ca1, and N all remained in one plane.
Differences in the angles w1 and w2 then describe out-of-plane mo-
tions of the NH and NCa2 vectors, caused by pyramidalization of
the N atom (i.e. admixing sp3 character in the sp2-dominated wave
functions).[16, 17]

It was determined that the effects of the molecular parameters 1–5
on the 13C’ CSA were strongly correlated, as were the parameters
7–10. Parameter 6 was independent. Without further investigation,
it was assumed that the principal values of the CSA tensor and the
angles qzz and qxx of its principal axes, as defined in Figure 1, have
the same covariance dependencies on the molecular parameters
as the CSA defined above. Thus, it was decided to construct five
five-dimensional hypersurfaces to parameterize the dependence of
the C’ szz, syy, sxx, qzz, and qxx upon variables 1–5, five four-dimen-
sional hypersurfaces to parameterize the dependence of the same
five quantities upon variables 7–10, and five one-dimensional func-

tions to parameterize the dependence of the same five quantities
upon variable 6.

Using the program Mathematica 5.2 (Wolfram Research, Inc. ,
Champaign, IL), the five-, four- and one-dimensional hypersurfaces
were fitted against quadratic equations, which contained all pa-
rameters and their pair-wise cross terms as needed. The resulting
fitting parameters are given in Table 2.

The parameterization of the hydrogen-bonding effect was carried
out using a planar NMA2 molecule, where the distance between
the hydrogen acceptor O atom of molecule 1 and acceptor N atom
of molecule 2 was systematically constrained between 2.2 and
10 A. The angles O···H�N and C�O···N were restrained at 1808. The
program Gaussian 03 was used with the B3PW91 functional and 6–
31G basis set. To accelerate the convergence, the methyl groups
were restrained from rotations. The energy of the constrained
NMA2 molecule was minimized before the CSA of the 13C’ of mole-
cule 1 (acceptor) was calculated. The program Mathematica 5.2
was used to obtain the parameterization of the DFT results as
shown in Table 3.

Molecular Dynamics Simulations and 13C’ CSA Parameter Extrac-
tion: A 1 ns MD trajectory was calculated for Ca2+-saturated calmo-
dulin with 10000 TIP3 water molecules at 303 K. The trajectory was
computed using the CHARMM software package.[27] The coordi-
nates were saved every 5 ps. The system was equilibrated for 20 ps
with the protein backbone held fixed and then for 40 ps with no
restraints.

In addition, a 10 ns CHARMM molecular dynamics trajectory was
calculated in implicit solvent using a generalized Born implicit sol-
vent model,[28] using 2 fs steps. Other parameters were as above.
The system was equilibrated for 100 ps.

A 10 ns CHARMM molecular dynamics trajectory was also calculat-
ed for GB3 in implicit solvent, using a generalized Born implicit sol-
vent model,[28] using 2 fs steps. Other parameters were as above.
The system was equilibrated for 100 ps.

A 10 ns molecular dynamics trajectory was calculated for a planar
hydrogen-bonded trimer of NMA molecules at 223 K. Here we
used the in-house developed SPEARS molecular modeling package
(Palmo and Krimm, to be published) and a quantum mechanically
based force field derived for the peptide plane with the SDFF
method developed by Krimm and co-workers.[16] The SDFF correct-
ly reproduces frequencies and amplitudes of IR spectra of peptide
groups. Hence, the force field is accurate at short time scales.

The central molecule of NMA3, which is hydrogen-bonded at both
the C’ and NH functionalities, may be considered a model for
amino acids in the interior of a protein b-sheet. In order to obtain
a more realistic hydrogen-bond potential, the partial charges
(bond charge increments) on the oxygen and amide hydrogen
atoms were increased by about 14% from the vacuum values.[24]

This increase represents the effects of intermolecular charge polari-
zation that was not explicitly included in the force field. The dy-
namics of the NMA trimer were simulated in vacuo, which necessi-
tated the use of soft torsion-type intermolecular constraints be-
tween the molecules to avoid cyclization and to keep the trimer
flat on average. The 10 ns MD run (with a 0.5 fs time step) took
12 h of CPU time on the Macintosh G5 computer. Snapshots were
saved for every 5 fs. During the calculation, the sum of potential
and kinetic energy remained very stable at �240.52�
0.1 kcalmol�1.
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Computer programs, both in Python and Fortran77 languages,
were developed to extract the molecular parameters of interest
from the individual snapshots of the molecular dynamics simula-
tions, which predict the 13C’ CSA tensor parameters on the basis of
the hypersurfaces listed in Table 1. Autocorrelation functions of the
time-dependent tensor fluctuations were computed from these
predicted values using another set of in-house written Fortran77
programs. All correlation functions computed are independent of
overall motional reorientations.
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